
* Read this advertisement for the Nobile Suites Ponta Negra Hotel. Complete it with the missing words:
* Read this advertisement for the Ibis Porto Alegre Aeroporto Hotel. Match the underlined words with 
  their definitions:
* Complete this crossword using words from the advertisement of the Pousada Da Ladeira:
* Find 12 words related to hotels
* Cross out what is wrong
* Guess these words
* Read this text: The Official Song for the 2014 FIFA World Cup
* Are these sentences TRUE or FALSE?
* Find ten words related to the Official 2014 FIFA World Cup Album.
* Now write them down:
* Complete the following text using the words in the box
* Match these words from the song with their definitions
* Listen to the official song of the 2014 FIFA World Cup
* Complete with the missing words: 
* Rewrite these sentences in the correct order:
* Let’s sing! 
* Match the parts of the sentences
* Just sing !!! 
* Guess these words from the official song:
* How do you say these sentences in your own language?
* How much do you know about Pitbull, Jennifer Lopez and Claudia Leitte (the singers of the 
   Offical Song of the 2014 FIFA World Cup)?
* Complete with the correct information
* Look at the following information: Now, write sentences about Claudia Leitte 
* Look at the following information: Now, write 8 questions about Jennifer Lopez and answer them 

* Complete this text about Pitbull with words from the box:
* Read about Jennifer Lopez. Complete with the verbs in the correct tense:
* Guess WHO?  (Jennifer López? Pitbull? or Claudia Leitte?)
* Report these statements:
* Complete this “MUSIC - CROSSWORD”
* Put the words in the right order to make a sentence
* Choose the best option
* Put the words in the right order to make a sentence from the Official Song of the 2014 FIFA World Cup
* Songs from the world
* Design the Official 2014 FIFA World Cup Album Cover
* Complete the crossword with the name of 10 countries (1)
* Complete the crossword with the name of 10 countries (2)
* Complete this “football-crossword” 
* Do you know that... ? Complete with the missing words
* Read the following text. Now, write a conversation including Information given in the text
* Report what these people said
* Complete with the missing verbs

using the given information:


